PREAMBLE

Mass spectrometry is an indispensable tool for qualitative and quantitative analysis of proteins, drugs and many biological moieties to elucidate the structure, elemental composition and identification. The basic principle involved in MS is to ionize the molecule and separate them based on mass/charge ratio in electric or magnetic field. Though mass spectrometry has long history, significant advancement has happened during the last twenty years. The initial mass spectrometry has EI and chemical ionization as a source for ionization of the molecule, which were hard ionization methods not suitable for proteomic application. Therefore, soft ionization techniques such as matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) and electron spray ionization (ESI) has been introduced for large biomolecule studies. ESI and MALDI are now routinely used for the analysis of biological macromolecules and become indispensable part of proteomics applications.
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**BOX-1: TERMINOLOGY**

1. **Ion source:** One of the major components of any MS instrumentation, which fragments the sample into an ionic form for further detection. MALDI and ESI are most commonly used for proteins samples.

2. **Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI):** MALDI is an efficient ionization source for generating gas-phase ions of peptides and proteins for mass spectrometric detection. Target analyte embedded in dried matrix-sample is exposed to short, intense pulses from a UV laser.

3. **Mass analyzer:** The mass analyzer resolves the ions produced by the ionization source on the basis of their mass-to-charge ratios. Various characteristics such as resolving power, accuracy, mass range and speed determine the efficiency of these analyzers. Commonly used mass analyzers include Time of Flight (TOF), Quadrupole (Q) and ion trap.

4. **Time-of-Flight (TOF):** This is a mass analyzer in which the flight time of the ion from the source to the detector is correlated to the m/z of the ion.

5. **Flight tube:** Connecting tube between the ion source and detector within which the ions of different size and charge migrate to reach the detector.

6. **Refllectron:** The reflectron acts as an ion mirror, and extends the flight length without increasing the instrument size. The reflectron compensates for the initial energy spread of ions having the same mass.

7. **Detector:** The ion detector determines the mass of ions that are resolved by the mass analyzer and generates data, which is then analyzed. The electron multiplier is commonly used detection technique.
1. INTRODUCTION TO MALDI-TOF MS

Mass spectrometry has mainly three constituents, an ion source to generate ions, mass analyzer to separate the generated ions in vacuum and detector to capture the separated ions and generate spectrum according to the m/z values. MALDI is an efficient process for generating gas-phase ions of peptides and proteins for mass spectrometric detection. It is widely used in proteomics research as a high-throughput technique to identify proteins and their post-translational modifications. In case of MALDI, matrix that is mostly aromatic acids absorbs laser energy and transmits the photon to the adjacent peptide fragments to ionize. The ionized fragments travel in vacuum according to the mass-to-charge ratio and give the corresponding spectra.

*Illustration: Fundamentals of MALDI-TOF MS*

The time-of-flight analyzer resolves ions produced by the ionization source on the basis of their mass-to-charge ratio. The TOF tube can be operated in the linear mode or the reflectron mode depending on the sample to be detected. In case of small molecules, this mode usually provides sufficient resolution. The generated ions are accelerated towards the detector with the lighter ions travelling through the TOF tube faster than the heavier ions. The flight time of the ions is correlated with the m/z ratio. The TOF analyzer can also be operated in the reflectron mode, which is more commonly used for proteomics studies. A reflectron, which acts as an ion mirror, is incorporated at one end of the TOF tube. This helps in extending the path length and in turn the flight time of the ion without having to increase the actual size of the instrument. This helps to even out any kinetic energy differences between ions having the same mass and thereby improves the resolution. The flight time is directly proportional to the square root of mass of ion.
2. SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR PMF

Two dimensional electrophoresis or SDS-PAGE or liquid chromatography has ability to separate hundreds of proteins based on different properties. However, further information such as identification of protein, co- and post modifications, N-terminal sequencing, and quantification cannot be done without MS. PMF or peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF) or peptide mass mapping is required to get more information after separation of the complex proteome. Prior to PMF, proteins are digested with protease to get the peptide fragments and then run on mass spectrometry to generate the spectrum (m/z values), which is the input file for PMF identification. The widely used proteolytic enzymes for mass spectrometry analysis and their role in proteolysis are provided in Fig. 1. Mass spectrometry analysis requires good sample preparation. Sample processing should be very pure and desalting steps needs to be performed to get rid of salts and obtain good spectrum. Once peak list of m/z values are obtained, it can be imported to databases for protein identification.

1. Trypsin I (C-side of Lys, Arg)
2. Trypsin II (C-side of Arg)
3. Chymotrypsin (C-side of Phe, Tyr, Trp)
4. S. AureusV8 I (C-side of Glu)
5. S. AureusV8 II (C-side of Glu, Asp)
6. CNBr (C-side of Met)
7. Trypsin + V8 II (C-side of Lys, Arg, Glu, Asp)
8. Hydroxylamine (Asn'Gly)
9. Pro endopeptidase (C-side of P)
10. Trp cleavage (C-side of Trp)
11. Lys-C (C-side of Lys)
12. Asp-N (N-side of Asp)

Fig 1. Widely used proteases for mass spectrometry analysis of the proteins (Ref: Thiede B et al., Methods 35, 2005, 237–247)
Illustration: Sample preparation and spotting

The protein sample must be prepared suitably before MS can analyze it. The purified protein of interest is excised from the gel on which it has been electrophoresed and dissolved in a suitable buffer. Trypsin is then added to this in order to carry out digestion of the protein. This enzyme cleaves the protein at the C-terminal of its Arginine & Lysine residues unless there is a Proline present immediately after. The protein is thus digested into smaller fragments of manageable size. Once the protein sample has been digested, all the salt, buffers and any detergents must be removed from this sample. This can be efficiently done with the help of filters (e.g. ZipTip). It offers several advantages such as quick purification, sample enrichment and ensuring there is no contamination. However, it can purify only limited volume of the sample and also adsorbs some amount of the protein sample thereby leading to losses. The purified protein sample is then mixed with an aromatic matrix compound like a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid, sinapinic acid etc. in the presence of an organic solvent. The components are then mixed thoroughly. The solution containing the organic matrix with embedded analyte is then spotted onto a metallic MALDI sample plate.

Illustration: Ionization and detection

The target plate containing the spotted matrix and analyte is placed in a vacuum chamber with high voltage and short laser pulses are applied. The laser energy gets absorbed by the matrix and is transferred to the analyte molecules, which undergo rapid sublimation resulting in gas phase ions. The gas phase ions generated are accelerated and travel through the flight tube at different rates. The lighter ions move rapidly and reach the detector first while the heavier ions migrate slowly. The ions are resolved and detected on the basis of their m/z ratios and a mass spectrum is generated. Parameters such as geometric design, power supply quality, calibration method, sample morphology, ion beam velocity etc. all affect the accuracy of mass detection.

Illustration: Methodology for the matrix preparation

Matrix is selected depending on the sample used for the MS analysis. The reagent is prepared and matrix is dissolved into the reagent solution. It is necessary to prepare fresh matrix solution for effective MS analysis. MALDI plate provides the surface to load the sample along with matrix. There are circles made on the plate, which define the spotting area for the sample. Used MALDI plate needs to be cleaned before use. Do not use alcohol or sonication processes, these will alter the surface of the plate.
In most of the cases sandwich method is used for sample and matrix deposition. The idea behind this is to make matrix excited even before the laser starts firing the analyte. As soon as the analytes are exposed to the laser they must accept the photon released from the matrix with no much delay. Sample is not in direct contact with laser, so less sample can be used in this method. The dried-droplet method involves mixing the matrix solution and sample, and spotting it on plate. In case if the protein load is more this step can be used. The droplet method involves spotting sample on top of the matrix solution, so that the mixing happens within the drop. To avoid sample loss like in dried-droplet, this method is used. In this method, mixing is uneven and liquid may come out of the circle boundary. Robotic spotting is fast, but in most of the labs manual spotting is carried out. Soon after drying the plate it can be loaded into the MALDI instrument and it is ready for MS analysis.
3. PEPTIDE MASS FINGERPRINT (PMF)

Like our fingerprints, all peptide ions generated in mass spectrometer are unique and hence have a separate fingerprint. PMF refers to the use of exact mass of the peptide in question to derive the identity of a particular protein. In PMF, the peptide sequence is generated, which is used to match the existing sequences in the database. A particular peptide sequence identity will match with its exact homologous sequence with higher confidence.

**Illustration: Methodology for MALDI instrumentation**

MALDI plate is spotted with the matrix-sample solution and dried before inserting it in MALDI instrument. The plate loading into the system is controlled by software. Before operating the instrument, the plate must be loaded, by giving command over acquisition mode. User must check the instrument status before inserting the plate. If the pressure is high, the vent in chamber gets jam to prevent the door opening. If it is high, wait for few minutes for pressure to come down. Once the door opens, place the plate in the groves provided. The plate will be placed on the surface only in one direction. Once the plate is loaded inside the instrument, the plate parameters need to be specified.

For experimental parameters, in the beginning linear or reflector mode is selected. In reflector mode the sensitivity is better. For data collection the firing parameters need to be set. For some parameters the default works, in some case user can set the parameters depending on the need. First select the spot, which need to be fired. Initially user needs to align the laser with the target spot before setting other parameters. The parameters need to set by user are default. Do fine adjustment for small fine alignment, and to find the sweet region within the spot. If the parameters are optimum, user can save it and reload the same parameters for future use. In CID the peptide of our interest is further broken down to precursor/daughter ions. The PMF data of each peak can later be combined together to perform a MASCOT search.

Initially fire the standard mix spot. The standard peaks help to calibrate the instrument. Calibrate the system by providing least tolerance value. After calibration the system is ready for firing the targets. Once the PMF data is generated, data in the excel format can be exported, and saved. The peptide spectrum can be saved directly.
Prior to the peak detection of the original sample, calibration of the mass spectrometry is required to ensure that there is no mass drift during analysis. Pep mix having peptides in the range of 700-3500 Da can be used for this purpose to make sure that instrument is working fine. The calibration data is shown in Fig 2. Now test sample can be run on MALDI and spectra obtained can be used for the protein identification. The peak-list and spectrum are provided in Fig 3. The peak list can be saved in ASCII files or directly paste in .XLS for analysis as shown in TABLE 1.

**Fig 2.** Pep mix standard spectra obtained from the MALDI-TOF. The green peaks indicate the peptide peak of the pep mix. Total seven intense peaks are identified.
Fig 3. The spectra obtained for the test sample, peaks indicate m/z values for PMF analysis.

Table 1. Peak list generated by the MALDI-TOF. The m/z data is required for the PMF search.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m/z</th>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Quality Fac.</th>
<th>Res.</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2838.37</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>22401</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2540.46</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>14048</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2540.27</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>31357</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2391.15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>24689</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2253.06</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>3691</td>
<td>13781</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040.19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>39894</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040.01</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5397</td>
<td>20190</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1740.93</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>8335</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411.79</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>9621</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>869.471</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>10108</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>804.245</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>52628</td>
<td>7831</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Example Data Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Value 1</th>
<th>Value 2</th>
<th>Value 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>123.45</td>
<td>67.89</td>
<td>34.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>98.76</td>
<td>56.78</td>
<td>23.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>45.67</td>
<td>89.01</td>
<td>76.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 1: Example Graph

- X-axis: Category A
- Y-axis: Category B
- Data points labeled with example values.

### Figure 2: Flowchart

- Start Node
- Decision Node: Condition
- Flow based on condition:
  - If True, Path A
  - If False, Path B
- End Node

---

**Notes:**
- Additional comments or notes about data or graph.
- References to further reading or related studies.
4. DATA ANALYSIS

MASCOT is shown here as a representative search engine for PMF data analysis. The PMF data can be imported or peak-list can be manually entered (Fig 4). Before analysis starts, few parameters need to be selected for protein identification. These parameters include taxonomy, type of proteases used for digestion, database need to search, possible missed cleavage by the enzyme, the manual modifications during sample processing, the variable modifications which depends on sample type, peptide tolerance, type of instrument used for data acquisition and type of ions generated etc. During the search, we need to set the parameters otherwise search will take long time and may not provide specific information. Additionally, contaminant peaks such as Keratin, Trypsin etc should be removed.

Once the parameters are set, the search engine will provide the probable hits based on the input m/z values. The preliminary results display accession number, molecular weight, MASCOT score, number of matched peptides, expected p-value, name of the protein and origin of species. The Mascot score is very important for the identification of the protein. The Mascot score is \(-10\log (P)\), where \(P\) is the probability of the random hit. Therefore, lesser the \(P\) value greater the Mascot score. In mascot results, the hits that are indicated outside the green portion with red bar indicate the \(P<0.05\) where as the hits in green box shows only 95% accuracy for identification. As red hit goes away from the green box, its precession and accuracy will be enhanced (Fig 5). Further information can be obtained by clicking on accession number. It will show all the details such as type of database used for search, score, nominal mass (Mr), calculate pl, taxonomy, enzyme used for digestion, m/z values searched and
matched, the protein fragments matched will be highlighted in red with sequence coverage value, elaborated view of matched peptide sequence with observed, calculated and expected mass values (Fig 6).

![MASCOT Peptide Mass Fingerprint](image)

**Fig 4.** Mascot database for PMF analysis using peak-list.
Fig 5. Results obtained from Mascot PMF search engine displays score, protein identify, matched peptides and expected probability values.
### MASCOT Search Results

**Protein View: EFG_BACSU**

**Elongation factor G OS=Bacillus subtilis (strain 168) GN=fusA PE=1 SV=3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>SwissProt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expect</td>
<td>8.5e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal mass (M_r):</td>
<td>76740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated pI</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxonomy</td>
<td><em>Bacillus subtilis subsp. subtilis str. 168</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sequence similarity is available as [an NCBI BLAST search of EFG_BACSU against nr.](#)

**Search parameters**

- **Enzyme:** Trypsin: cuts C-term side of KR unless next residue is P.
- **Fixed modifications:** Carbamidomethyl (C)
- **Variable modifications:** Oxidation (M)
- **Mass values searched:** 11
- **Mass values matched:** 10

**Protein sequence coverage: 23%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matched peptides shown in bold red.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 MAREFSLEKT RNIGIMAHID AKRTTTTERI LFTGRIHKI GETHEGASQM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 DWNEQERG ITITSAATTAG QWKGYRNVIEE DTPGHVDFTV EVERSLRVL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101 GAVAVLDAQS VGEPOQTETVW QATTYGVPR IVFVNKMDKI GADFLYSVGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151 LRDRLQANAH AIQLPIGAED NFEGIIDLVE NVAYFYEDDL GTRSDAKEIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 EYEKEQAEEL RNSLIEAVCE LDSELMKYL EGEEITIDEL KAGIRKGLN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251 VEFYFVVLGVS AFKNKGVLQVL LDAVLIDYLRFA PTDVAAFGKT RDPTNEERIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301 HSSDEEPFSA LAFJKMVEPFPY VGRKLFFRKY SGTLDSGSGV KNTSKGRKR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351 VGRILQMHAN SREHEISTVYA GDIAYAVGLKD DTITTDLTLCD EKDLVILESM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401 EFEPEPIDVA IEPSKAADQ KMGIKAKKLA EEDPTFRTQT NPETGQTIIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451 GMEGELHDLI VDRMKREFKV EANVGAPQVAY RETFRTGAKE VEGKLEVRQGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501 GSGQGFGHVWI EFEPEEECGAG FEFENAIYVG VVREYIPAV OAGLEDALEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551 GELAGFPLID IKAKLDFGSY HDVDSNEMAP KVAASMALKN AVSCNCPVLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601 EPIKMVEVVI PEEYMGRDMG DITSRGRGVE GMEARGNAQV VRAMVPLAEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651 FYAGAHLSN TQGRGFTFTH MHDEYEEVPKS VAEEIIKKNK GE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unformatted sequence string: **692 residues** (for pasting into other applications).
Fig 6. Mascot search results showing details of protein view, including fragments matched with database, sequence coverage, error rate, unmatched peptides and parameters set for protein identifications.

**Illustration: Peptide Mass Fingerprinting (PMF) Data Analysis**

There are many MS analysis software available online, which allows data generated from MALDI. It requires inputs from the user regarding the experimental parameters used such as enzyme cleavage, protein name, fixed modifications etc. and search criteria like taxonomy, peptide tolerance, taxonomy etc. Commonly used protein databases against which the MS information is processed to retrieve sequence data include NCBI, MSDB and SwissProt. The data file generated from MS is uploaded and the search carried out. The data analysis is demonstrated using Mascot (www.matrixscience.com).

The final results of the search are depicted in a concise report, starting with a protein score histogram. The protein score is a measure of the statistical significance of the protein hit. The histogram seen here displays the distribution of protein scores. Random matches made during database comparison are generally found in the green shaded...
region, where the probability of finding a random hit is greater than 5%. The single red peak at the end of the histogram is the protein that has less than 5% chance of being a random hit, making it a statistically significant identity of the unknown protein analyte.

The concise summary report provides details of the peptide matches made by the algorithm which deduces the most probable protein match. The first hit is usually the “best fit” to the experimental masses that were entered in the search query. A protein score higher than threshold is considered to be a significant score. And a lower E-value indicates that the probability of the hit being a random event is extremely low. Significant amount of information about the protein can be obtained from the report by clicking on the corresponding protein link.

On selecting a particular protein link, the protein view provides details regarding the protein score, molecular weight, isoelectric point, the sequence coverage of the protein etc. The greater the percentage sequence coverage, more the number of matching peptides for that particular protein. All sequences are displayed with the matching sequences being indicated in red. Sequence of each peptide fragment processed in database is displayed along with information regarding its molecular weight, starting and ending amino acid number and the number of missed cleavages during tryptic cleavage.

**Illustration: Methodology for molecular weight determination by MALDI-TOF MS**

For demonstration purpose let us take apomyoglobin sample for the analysis. In MALDI experiment first one need to find sweet spot in spot region, where peaks are more in number with high intensity. After 100 profiles user can save the data. During the firing step user have option for abort, resume, suspend and clear data. User can select these options depending on the profile data obtained. In most cases the default parameters for peak processing are best suited. If user is not fine with data collected, user can make peak processing with the required settings.

Once the PMF data is ready, data in the excel format can be exported, and saved. The mass can be calculated from any two peaks by taking the difference and applying the formulas. The molecular mass of apomyoglobin is around 16951.49u. The same spectrum can be analyzed through MASCOT engine.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Mass spectrometry has revolutionized high-throughput proteomic applications. Peptide mass fingerprinting provides tool for protein identifications based on m/z values obtained from the MALDI-TOF MS. In addition to protein identification, PTM analysis and quantitative proteomics etc. are some of the applications of mass spectrometry.